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A SECOND ALBUM : TREES

Feeling very concerned about the current ecological problems, alarming consumption trends and 
depletion of the planet’s resources, Paul Jarret, Pj5 leader, found a comforting source of inspiration 
for writing his new album : the trees. 
In this album simply titled «Trees», all the songs have as a common theme the Tree, symbol of 
patience and wisdom, incarnation of mystery, beauty and magic of Nature, source of food, material 
and oxygen, indispensable to the Man who too often forget it. Everything our contemporary civiliza-
tion may need : return to some slowness for more happiness, respect for our fertile but fragile 
environment, a long-term view… 
It is therefore an ode to the Nature and Respect that Paul Jarret offers here, joined by his Pj5 that 
has matured and has forged a bold and cohesive sound, not so common in jazz nowadays. For this 
album, this tight-knit group wanted to highlight its strong identity, based on �ve years of existence, 
tours and concerts.
TREES has been made in France in an ecologically-certi�ed factory, using non-toxic inks.

No doubt, French band Pj5 is in�uenced by English and Scandinavian rock, pop and 
electro bands, as well as the New York jazz scene. The band stays strongly attached 
to the wide jazz tradition and at the same time offers a modern sound where the 
melody thread is always running throughout the music. On stage, Pj5 delivers an 
extensive sound with an omnipresent melodic lyricism, and explosive energy.

KEY DATES
2017  Jazz Migration #2 tour, concerts in France and Europe
2016  release of the second album TREES, laureate of «Jazz Migration #2»
2014-15  touring in Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany and obviously France
2013  release of the �rst album WORD
2012  1st prize for composition, 1st prize for musician (Ariel Tessier), 
2nd prize for band @ National Jazz Competition La Défense
2011  release of the �rst EP «Floor Dance EP»
2010  Pj5’s �rst rehearsal

to be released
upcoming third album

in Fall 2018
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